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The observations in this paper are based on the results of an online
survey conducted between Monday, November 14 and Sunday, December 4,
2016.
In total, we received 420 eligible responses (a further 10 were excluded
as participants were outside of the United States). Contributions primarily
came from editors and reporters at small-market newspapers.
Survey respondents identified a number of key challenges for the sector,
including:
• Shrinking newsrooms: More than half (59 percent) of our survey
participants told us that the number of staff in their newsroom had
shrunk since 2014.
• Recruitment: Low pay, long hours, and limited opportunities for career
progression can impede the attraction and retention of young journalists.
• A long-hours culture: Many respondents reported that they regularly
work more than 50 hours a week.
• Job security: Just over half of respondents (51 percent) said they
feel secure in their positions. A further 29 percent had a neutral view
(neither positive nor negative) about their job security.
Despite these considerations, we encountered a sense of optimism among
much of our sample. This confidence is rooted in an understanding that
small-market newspapers are often close to their communities—with jour-
nalists sharing similar goals and lives to their audience—and a recognition
that much of their reporting is not replicated elsewhere.
Nevertheless, respondents were also aware of emerging issues, such as
establishing relevancy with the next generation of news consumers. As
one participant told us: “We need to find how to connect with elementary,
middle, and high school students, and usher them into an understanding of
what journalism is, and why it is a pillar of a thriving democratic society
and culture of free thought and progress.”
Social media and emerging storytelling formats such as live video may
help do this, and we found strong levels of interest in some of these spaces.
Video reporting is already mainstream at local newspapers (85 percent
of respondents told us their paper did this), as is organizational usage of
Facebook and Twitter. Less popular is podcasting (used by 25 percent of
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respondents’ newspapers) and emerging tools like chat apps, or augmented
and virtual reality.
It’s our view that usage of these newer platforms may grow as their sto-
rytelling potential becomes better understood and their presence becomes
more established. However, it’s also necessary to place journalists’ lack of
interest in these tools within the context of the limited resources (time,
money, personnel) available at many local newspapers. These realities may
very well restrict the wider digital ambitions of some smaller outlets.
Interestingly, although many local newsrooms have shrunk over the
past two to three years, more than half of our respondents reported that
their working hours haven’t increased. This finding is perhaps all the more
surprising given the increased demands on journalists’ time. Our sample
revealed that many local journalists are required to produce more stories
and spend more time on digital output than they were just two years ago.
But although local journalists often work long hours, they’re not necessarily
working longer hours than they were before.
Looking to the future, our research revealed that local journalists are in-
terested in learning more about video reporting, live video, and podcasting
(even though usage of the latter is low). They typically learn about these
subjects through industry media (Nieman Journalism Lab, Poynter, Medi-
aShift, etc.), rather than by attending formal training or industry events.
And when it comes to using new technologies, most respondents reported
that they are self-taught. This may be an area of opportunity that mem-
bership organizations, J-Schools, and tech companies are well placed to help
address.
The findings from our online survey—and the 60 qualitative interviews
we conducted separately with industry leaders—suggest a plurality of ex-
perience across the local newspaper industry. Subsequently, we believe a
more nuanced conversation about this sector in required. The newspaper
industry, even within this smaller stratum of newspapers, is far from homo-
geneous.
Our conversations with local journalists found a cohort eager to know
more about the experiences of their peers. As a result, we welcome moves
to increase coverage of the local media sector by leading trade publications.
Richer coverage and research of this industry will help to inform and inspire
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local journalists, policymakers, and funders alike. We look forward to seeing
what happens next, and to being part of that conversation.





Small-market newspapers constitute the majority of newspapers in the
United States. What is it like to work at these publications? And what do
journalists themselves identify as the fundamental challenges and opportu-
nities for this sector?
We set out to answer these questions by asking local journalists at daily
and weekly newspapers with circulations under 50,000 to tell us directly
about their working lives. Of the 7,071 newspapers regularly published in
the United States (daily and weekly), 6,851 have circulations smaller than
this number.1
However, their experience is typically underrepresented in wider industry
conversations..2 Our research seeks to redress that by providing a platform
for discussion about the smaller market experience.
Through an online survey completed by 420 respondents across the
United States we discovered a cohort, which describes itself as hardwork-
ing, optimistic about the future of its industry, and eager to know more
about emerging digital tools for journalistic storytelling.
Despite cuts and job losses over the past decade, as a group our re-
spondents were more upbeat about their future than perhaps might be ex-
pected. At the same time, local journalists remain aware of the significant
challenges their sector faces. Respondents told us about issues in recruiting
and retaining young journalists, the difficulty of establishing relationships
with the next generation of local news consumers, and the wider challenge
of overcoming general cynicism toward both the journalistic profession and
the mainstream media.
These findings both confirmed and challenged our expectations. It’s our
hope that this survey—and the wider paper we are producing in parallel
to this report—can help ignite fresh discussion about the importance of
local newspapers. In the process, we hope to provide pointers for further
research, and to help stimulate debate about the future of this key compo-
nent in our media and information ecosystem.





The last 10 years have not been kind to journalists and the newspaper
profession. According to the Pew Research Center, the past two decades
saw the elimination of 20,000 positions at newspapers across the United
States, with a 10 percent decline in 2014 alone.
In 2015, notable cuts were seen at major newspapers and newspaper
groups such as The Philadelphia Inquirer and Daily News, Tronc (formerly
Tribune), The New York Daily News, The San Diego Union-Tribune, The
Orange County Register, The Seattle Times, The Denver Post, and The
Boston Globe,3 among others.
This trend continued into 2016. Adding insult to injury, the website Ca-
reerCast listed “newspaper reporter” as the worst of 200 jobs in 2016. This
conclusion was based on the closure of publications, leading to the availabil-
ity of fewer new jobs, and a decline in ad revenues, leading to “unfavorable
pay” for current employees.4
Alongside this, in September 2016 the polling company Gallup reported
that Americans’ trust and confidence in the mass media “to report the
news fully, accurately and fairly has dropped to its lowest level in Gallup
polling history.”5
Another 2016 Pew study about the modern news consumer revealed:
“Few [audiences] have a lot of confidence in the information they get from
professional outlets . . . Only about two-in-ten Americans (22%) trust the
information they get from local news organizations a lot, whether online or
offline, and 18% say the same of national organizations.”6
Added to this, the nature of the 2016 presidential election and the ac-
companying rhetoric of fake news have lead to further distrust in the news
media. In December 2016, Pew reported that 64 percent of Americans “say
completely made-up news has caused a great deal of confusion about the
basic facts of current events,” and almost a quarter of Americans reported
to Pew that “they had shared fake political news online.”7
These recent studies make for sobering reading. They reveal that, among
large parts of the population, the media is witnessing declining levels of
trust, while the economic forecast for the newspaper industry continues to
look challenging.
Juxtaposed with this well-known and researched backdrop, we felt that
the views and experiences of many newspaper journalists often went untold,
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especially in the local arena. Our research, supported by the Tow Center
for Digital Journalism at Columbia University, seeks to remedy this by
focusing on small-market newspapers and the journalists who work for
them.
A deeper understanding of this sector is important, because it contains
the daily and weekly news sources to which many Americans continue to
turn for information.8910
Local newspapers make up the bulk of the American newspaper ecosys-
tem, yet they typically receive less attention from industry watchers than
larger, better known outlets like The Washington Post and The New York
Times.
There are approximately 7,071 regularly published newspapers in the
United States (daily and weekly), and of these, 6,851 have circulations of
fewer than 50,000.11 The majority of these papers—titles like The Wick-
enburg Sun (Wickenburg, Arizona) and the McKenzie County Farmer
(Watford City, North Dakota)—often go unnoticed. Yet, their continued
importance to the communities they serve and their contributions to our
wider media ecology mean they merit exploration.
While we are getting closer to knowing how many newspapers exist in
the United States, largely thanks to the database collected by Penelope
Abernathy and her research team at the University of North Carolina, the
experiences and opinions of journalists working in this sector tends to re-
main somewhat under-reported.12 In an attempt to help redress this, we
asked local journalists—via an online survey—to tell us about their expe-
riences. Based on these findings, we found a hardworking group that was
optimistic about the future of the sector and interested in better under-
standing how digital tools and platforms can support their work.
At the same time, they also recognized that their sector is not without
its challenges. Local journalists are not immune to the cynicism and crit-
icism of journalists and the wider media that dominate our current news
cycle. They were also grappling with the challenges of attracting and re-
taining both journalistic talent and younger, paying news audiences.
The findings from this survey complement our larger landscape study,
“Local News in a Digital World.” That report tells the story of small-
market newspapers through in-depth qualitative interviews with experts
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and practitioners. In contrast, this study focuses on the work habits and
attitudes of editors and reporters at these smaller outlets.
Taken together, our two reports—“Local News in a Digital World” and
“Life at Small-Market Newspapers”—offer us a detailed understanding of
the state of small-market newspapers in the United States. They examine
everything from business practices and strategic challenges, through to
usage of digital tools and the wider journalistic experience.
We are grateful to everyone who took the time to participate in this
study, and generously shared their insights and experiences with us.





During the summer of 2016 we began work on this project by analyzing
relevant, recent surveys from organizations such as the Pew Research Cen-
ter, the Engaging News project at the Texas Annette Strauss Institute for
Civic Life at the University of Texas at Austin, the annual ASNE News-
room Employment Diversity Survey, among others. The purpose of this
desk research was to avoid duplication with our own proposed study.
This analysis took place alongside 60 in-depth, qualitative interviews
with industry experts and leaders, the conclusions of which informed our
sister study, “Local News in a Digital World.”
Following completion of these two activities (desk research and qualita-
tive interviews), we developed an online questionnaire aimed specifically at
journalists working for small-market newspapers. The Tow team reviewed
and approved of the questionnaire, while Dr. Talia Stroud at the Univer-
sity of Texas at Austin and Josh Stearns at the Democracy Fund offered
additional insights.
To help promote the study when our questionnaire went live, we wrote
a short article for Tow’s Medium page and undertook a range of other
activities, including emailing every State Press Association and contacting
other relevant stakeholders such as the National Newspaper Association,
the National Newspaper Publisher Association, the Society of Professional
Journalists, and the Online News Association.
Our survey was highlighted by the weekly Local Fix newsletter (De-
cember 2, 2016)—which is part of the Democracy Fund’s Public Square
Program—Nieman Journalism Lab’s “What We’re Reading” list (November
21, 2016), the Tow Center’s email newsletter, and in a banner advertise-
ment on the Editor & Publisher website. We also shared a link to the live
study on our own personal social media channels.13
Our online survey was in the field for three weeks from midnight (ET)
on Monday, November 14, 2016 to 11:59 p.m. (ET) on Sunday, December 4.
We received more than 420 responses from around the country, primar-
ily from editors and reporters. Responses were guaranteed anonymity. By
allowing respondents to leave non-attributable answers, we hoped to facil-
itate a conversation whereby participants could freely critique their own
operations without the risk of attribution.
In order to participate, respondents had to be employed at an American
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newspaper with a daily circulation of under 50,000 (which is how we define
“small-market newspaper”). Weekly titles were also included in this mix.
Employment status was self-declared.
Larger titles, those without a print product, or publications based out-
side of the United States were removed during our data analysis. Of 430 re-
sponses, 10 fell outside of these parameters, leaving a total of 420 responses
for review.
Respondents were able to skip certain questions, while still allowed to
complete the remainder of the survey. We made this decision to ensure the
highest possible completion rate (also allowing participants to potentially
bypass questions that were not relevant, or possibly unclear, to them).
Completion rates varied by question, and these numbers are clearly identi-
fied in each chart used in this report.
Image 1: Map of Online Survey Respondents
Because respondents were self-selecting, our findings do not constitute
a representative sample. Our conclusions should therefore only be seen
as indicative of the state of the wider small-market newspaper industry.
Nonetheless, as shown in our map of survey respondents (see Image 1),
respondents reflect a broad geographic experience. They also come from
a mix of daily and weekly publications, an important feature given that
weekly newspapers—which comprise the bulk of American newspapers—
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seldom receive the attention we believe their circulation figures suggests
they deserve.
In the following pages, we detail the key findings from our online survey.
Where necessary, we have added explanations as to why certain questions
were asked.
We start with an overview of our respondents, and then move on to a
seemingly simple but crucial question: “What is it like working at a small-
market newspaper?” We then delve deeper into specific areas such as tech-
nology usage and the concept of engagement, before concluding with the
“big picture” and the future of the industry.
These insights flow from the 420 journalists who kindly took the time
to share their views and experiences with us. Where we have added our
own insights and analysis based on our further work in this space, we have
sought to clearly identify this as such.
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Key points:
• 57 percent of respondents have been working in local papers for 10-plus
years
• 36 percent of respondents have been working in local papers for over
20-plus years
• 39 percent of respondents were over 50 years old
• 54 percent of respondents defined themselves as editors or reporters
Just over half of our respondents were editors or reporters
We began our online survey by asking a few questions designed to ascertain
the job title, age, and years of experience of our respondents.
The self-declared job titles of those who completed our online survey
were primarily either editor (section/managing) or reporter. Together, these
two categories represented roughly 54 percent of all respondents.
The remainder of participants included those who ticked “other” (24 per-
cent) or “digital/social media” (5 percent) from the job options provided.
Image 2: Primary Job Function of Survey Respondents
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57 percent of participants have worked in local papers
for 10-plus years
The largest single group of our respondents (36 percent) told us that they
had been working in local newspapers for more than 20 years. The second-
highest category (21 percent) had been working in the sector for between 10
and 19 years.
39 percent of respondents were over 50 years old
Alongside this, we also asked respondents how old they were. Their ages
were relatively evenly distributed, but did skew older: 18–30 (27 percent),
31–49 (33 percent), 50-plus (39 percent).
Image 3: Years of Experience Working in Local Newspapers
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Key points:
• 70 percent of respondents told us they spent more time on digital-related
output than they did two years ago
• Nearly half (46 percent) of respondents said the number of stories they
produce has increased in the past two years
• Over half (55 percent) of respondents said their working hours have not
changed in the previous two years; another 34 percent reported that
their hours had increased
• While a 50-hour week is standard, many people work many more hours
than this
• 59 percent of respondents reported that their newsroom had shrunk since
2014
• Attraction and retention of new talent is a problem for the industry
Journalists are spending more time creating content for
digital channels
Given the transition to digital,14 we were hoping to get a sense of how
journalists at small-market newspapers apportion their time across digital
and print properties. Most of our respondents told us that they split their
hours between print and digital.
Overwhelmingly, respondents said that the focus of their output now
includes producing more content for their digital operations. Nearly three-
quarters of our online sample (70 percent) stated that they spend more
time on the digital side of their role, when compared to two years ago.
Nearly half of respondents said their story load had in-
creased since 2014
As well as seeking to understand changes in the focus of respondents’ work,
we also wanted to understand if the volume of output had changed during
the past two years. From our sample, 46 percent of respondents indicated
that the number of stories they produce has increased during this time,
while 37 percent reported that their story load had remained the same.
In the space provided for written comments, many respondents noted the
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Image 4: How Journalists at Local Newspapers Focus Their Energies
continued importance of the print product to their newspaper’s survival. As
one respondent told us: “We need to respect print and grow digital.”
Subsequently, there still remains a strong emphasis on producing content
for print. More than a third (36 percent) of participants working on the
print product for their paper reported that they are producing more print
stories than two years ago. Still, local journalists do recognize the need to
grow and focus on digital. But this is not, it seems, an “either/or” scenario.
In an increasingly fragmented news landscape, they focus their attention on
both avenues. Not just one.
A long-hours culture is standard
Despite these self-described changes, meaning the shift to spending more
time on output for digital channels and the increased number of stories
individuals are expected to produce, working hours have remained relatively
consistent for many journalists.
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Image 5: Changes in Story Load
Across our sample, 55 percent of respondents told us that their hours
have stayed the same over the past two years, while 34 percent said their
hours had increased. When looking at a typical working week, the average
time worked clocked in at 47 hours, while the mean was slightly higher at
50 hours a week.
Authors' commentary: long hours are nothing new
Newspaper staff continue to work above and beyond the standard 40-hour
work week. According to an article from Poynter in 2013, the constant
demand on journalists’ time is one of the reasons why CareerCast listed
“newspaper reporter” as the least desirable job.15 As Tony Lee, Career-
Cast’s publisher, told Poynter, “You’re essentially in demand all the time.
Clearly there are times when you’re off, but if something happens on your
beat or you’re in a small town, you need to drop what you’re doing and go
to work.”
Pay, stress, and hours were also cited as “reasons newspaper reporter
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was always a bad job.” The article noted that “fewer openings,” “more
demands,” and “uncertainty” are all “reasons newspaper reporter is a worse
job than it used to be.”
These findings are not unique to the United States. A 2006 study from
the United Kingdom reported that many local and regional journalists work
more than 40 hours a week. A survey of 399 journalists found that a third
reported working between 41 and 45 hours a week, while 19 percent said
they worked close to 50 hours a week. Among this group, “64 journalists
said they work 51 hours or more.”161718
In our own study, when asked how many hours respondents worked in
an average week, one wrote “up to 116” hours a week, while others gave
answers like “all of them” or “as many as it takes.”
Staffing levels in many local newsrooms continue to fall
Alongside understanding shifts in personal output and working hours,
we also wanted to understand how this experience mapped against wider
changes in the newsroom. To help us determine this, we asked about
changes in the size of a respondent’s newsroom over the past two years.
Confirming trend lines previously published by both Pew19 and CJR,20
59 percent of our survey participants told us that the number of people
working at their publication had decreased when compared to two years
ago. In contrast, just under a third (30 percent) said staffing levels had
“stayed the same.”
Lack of resources can impact the breadth, depth,
and quality of coverage
Our respondents suggested that some of the challenges the sector faces,
including smaller newsrooms and demands to produce more print/digital
output, can impact acts of journalism conducted at a local level. Fewer
reporters may mean shallower reporting, while many journalists feel com-
pelled to put in extra hours to ensure they can cover their beat effectively.
As one respondent observed:
The biggest challenge facing small-market newspapers is manpower and
time.
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As a reporter, I have many feature ideas I’d love to tackle, but I am not
given ample time to report and dig as much as I’d like to, as my daily
duties take up most of my work day. If smaller newspapers had more re-
porters, more meaningful stories would be told.
When staff is limited, so are stories. When time is limited, so is content.
Reporters at my newspaper each work hard every day to try to tell more
meaningful stories, which is why many of us work overtime on a regular
basis to get this done.
Attracting and retaining young journalists can be
a challenge
A review of the literature on local newspapers suggests that, historically,
local newspapers were a jumping-off point for young reporters, with an
established progression route through to major metros and national news-
rooms.2122 Our respondents, however, mentioned that today this may not
be the case.
When asked, for instance, what they thought was the biggest challenge
for small-market newspapers (aside from money and time) a number of
participants’ answers reflected the aging demographic of their newsrooms
and the difficulty of blooding young journalists. Barriers such as career
progression, the diversity of small towns, and low pay were all highlighted
as potential issues that newspapers need to be aware of when hiring this
next generation of local reporters.
One respondent outlined the biggest issues to us:
From an editorial standpoint, that journalists are young, relatively un-
trained, and asked to do so much across multiple platforms. With a push
to digital, my journalists don’t have free time to let stories grow in their
minds.
Recruiting and keeping talented reporters. A small market is not always a
great sell to potential employees, especially when trying to recruit reporters
of color, LGBTQ reporters, etc., who might not feel welcomed in a small,
white, conservative community.
It is also difficult to retain reporters for more than a few years. When they
move to larger markets, they take their knowledge with them. It is difficult
to create and maintain institutional knowledge and community rapport with
a continuous shift in reporters.
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Another respondent summed this up by saying, “The biggest challenge
for small-market papers is being able to pay reporters enough to want to
make a career in such publications. Barely making a living wage can take it
out of the most dedicated journalist.”
Authors' commentary: we need to discuss how to recruit
the next generation of local journalists
The consequences of low pay and long hours can be seen in rapid staff
turnover at many small-market newspapers. Often, this turnover can be
more acute with newer entrants to the industry. Rapidly changing per-
sonnel can be disruptive for communities and newsrooms, and hiring and
training are time-consuming processes.
While the industry constantly discusses the challenge of getting young
news consumers to read and pay for newspapers, an issue we do not hear
as much about is getting young reporters to stay in small-market news-
rooms.23 This is a discussion we need to have if the sector is to be continu-
ally replenished and refreshed by young journalistic talent; and if the local
newspaper sector is to be a viable career option for this age group.
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Local journalists feel more secure in the job than you might
think
Despite this challenging landscape, 50 percent of our respondents neverthe-
less indicated that they felt “very secure” or “quite secure” in their jobs.
Image 6: Perceptions of Job Security
Authors' commentary: why are so many local journalists
optimistic about their jobs?
That a sizable number of local journalists feel secure in their roles may be
a reflection that small-market newspapers are not necessarily downsizing in
the same way as their metro cousins. As an article in Editor & Publisher
from the summer of 2016 suggested: “Small, community newspapers across
the country are not just surviving, but—in many cases—actually thriving.
Many of them have managed to dodge the layoffs and downsizing that
larger papers have had to face.”24
Our survey data doesn’t necessarily validate this conclusion, but it does
reveal that local journalists are less pessimistic about their prospects than
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we might have envisaged. Reasons for this tempered optimism may include
an element of survivor bias among our respondents, or that—following
recent cuts in smaller newsrooms—the opportunities for further reducing
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Key points:
• Facebook is the most popular social network—for work and personal
reasons
• Nearly 85 percent of respondents noted that their newspaper produces
video reports, and over two-thirds (67 percent) use live video services
like Facebook Live and Periscope
• Journalists want to know more about video reporting, live video, and
podcasts, while they’re less interested in emerging formats like aug-
mented, virtual reality (AR/VR), and chat apps
• Just under a third of our sample enjoyed formal training opportunities
such as attendance at conferences
• The majority of journalists learn about market developments and new
tools through online articles and by training themselves
• 70 percent of newsrooms in our survey use some sort of metrics tools/software
We know that journalists increasingly use a variety of digital tools to
support their profession.25 Although some small-market newspapers were
initially slow to transition to digital,26 our survey showed a clear desire
among many local journalists to learn about and embrace many of the
latest technological opportunities.
Digital tools can create new ways of working (for example, the use of
Slack as an email replacement), while the emergence of platforms such as
Live Video can enable reporters to tell stories and communicate with their
audiences in new and engaging ways.
Just because local newspapers have smaller newsrooms than their metro
and national peers does not mean they are devoid of innovation and exper-
imentation. Many local titles are exploring digital tools, and doing so with
fewer personnel than their larger counterparts.
However, the deployment of new digital technologies can be time-
consuming, and in resource-challenged environments journalists may not
have the hours to add this to their already-busy journalistic plate.
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Small-market newspapers are actively embracing video
and live video
We asked respondents to tell us about some of the emerging communica-
tion forms they are using. This included use of popular digital tools and
platforms such as video reporting (used by 84 percent of respondents), live
video (67 percent), and podcasting (25 percent).
In our sample, small-market, local newspapers were less likely to use chat
apps (5 percent), augmented reality (0 percent),2728 and virtual reality (5
percent)293031—although we know from our wider research that these tools
are being used by different newspapers. The Herald and News in Klamath
Falls, Oregon, for example, has produced augmented reality (often referred
to as AR, for short) content on a regular basis since 2015.32 AR stories
ranged from enhanced baseball cards for the Little League World Series to
a tour of the Klamath Falls Restoration Celebration.
Do you use any of the Percent Count
following at your publication? (%)
Video reporting 84.38 162
Live video (e.g. Facebook Live, Periscope) 67.19 129
Podcasts 25.00 48
Chat apps (e.g. WhatsApp, Kik) 5.21 10
Augmented reality 84.38 162
Virtual reality 4.69 9
Table 1: Usage of Emerging Platforms and Tools
Social media usage is well established, with personal
accounts primarily used for non-work purposes
Not surprisingly, Facebook was the most popular social network for per-
sonal use. Only 66 respondents said they used their personal Facebook
account “primarily” for work, whereas 201 predominantly use their personal
account for non-work purposes.
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A similar number, 199 respondents, have the ability to access their orga-
nization’s Facebook account. Just behind this, 145 participants told us that
they had access to their organization’s Twitter account.
When looking at slightly newer social networks, the personal accounts
of journalists on Instagram and Snapchat are overwhelmingly used for
non-work purposes. Only five respondents told us their personal Snapchat
accounts were primarily used for work. In contrast, 73 respondents said
their personal Snapchat accounts were typically used for activity unrelated
to their day jobs.
Channel Personal Personal Organization Total
(not work) (for work) account
Facebook 201 66 199 285
Twitter 104 110 145 254
Instagram 128 13 46 162
Snapchat 73 5 9 83
YouTube 68 7 63 129
Tumblr 28 4 5 36
Slack 7 17 27 46
Other 5 4 7 11
Table 2: Usage of Social Networks for Work and Personal Purposes
Local journalists want to know more about video
and podcasting
A sizable number of respondents told us that they were eager to learn more
about video reporting, live video, and podcasts. Interest in emerging plat-
forms such as chat apps, augmented reality, and virtual reality, however,
garnered much lower levels of interest.
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How interested are you 1 2 3 4 5 Total
in each of the following?
Video reporting 30 35 59 82 95 301
Live video 38 32 51 88 90 299
Podcasts 52 45 52 54 80 283
Chat apps 104 59 66 19 24 272
Augmented reality 127 55 37 25 31 275
Virtual reality 122 53 36 29 39 279
Table 3: Interest in Emerging Formats
Authors' commentary: newer technologies still need to
prove themselves
These findings are, perhaps, not surprising given the infancy of some of
these new technologies. Tools such as chat apps and AR/VR are still find-
ing their feet with journalists and audiences alike.
Moreover, fundamental questions about whether these platforms—
especially augmented and virtual reality—can be adequately monetized are
still being debated.33 There is also the wider question of the accessibility
and popularity of these platforms with users.34
Given this, and the fact that small-market newsrooms cannot do ev-
erything,35 local titles need to use their resources wisely. It’s somewhat
inevitable, therefore, that their focus will often gravitate toward more es-
tablished digital formats.
Mainstream media platforms are also likely to be better understood—
and used—by the older demographic that tends to consume local news.
However, cutting-edge digital platforms may help to engage a younger
audience.36
As one respondent explained:
I think a lot of small newspapers, along with newspapers of any size, strug-
gle to reach younger audiences. Being 21 years old, I can see that newspa-
pers struggle to reach my generation and those younger. I think we have to
come up with unique and innovative ideas to keep them engaged.
Although the empirical research on this issue currently remains uncon-
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vincing,37 levels of interest within local newsrooms in these nascent digital
tools and technologies may change over time. We believe that this is a
space worth watching.
Trade press and self-learning are key for developing
digital knowledge
Staff at small-market newspapers often needs to be resourceful in learning
about industry developments and new digital tools.
According to our respondents, significant numbers of local journalists
turn to articles published by the Niemen Journalism Lab,38 Poynter,39
MediaShift40 (80 percent), and/or teach themselves (75 percent) about new
tools and technologies relevant to their work. Preference for these learning
methods ranked far ahead of attending conferences (38 percent) or training
courses (27 percent).
Image 7: How Local Journalists Learn About Emerging Developments
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Metrics tools are becoming established tools in
small newsrooms
Our final technology-focused question explored the use of metrics in local
newsrooms. Chartbeat, Google Analytics, and the American Press Insti-
tute’s Metrics for News program41 are just some of the tools which have
helped to deepen our understanding of audience’s digital habits. We were
curious to see if use of these technologies—and metrics more generally—had
permeated local newsrooms.
More than two-thirds (70 percent) of respondents told us their organization—
or they themselves—use performance metrics to measure audience engage-
ment. This included use of specific metrics software, capturing social media
likes/shares/follows, website unique visitors, and engagement time/time on
page.
These efforts are often top-down, although individual reporters told us
they do follow their social media likes/shares/follows. Based on our sample,
at an individual level, these metrics are the ones journalists are most likely
to pay attention to.
Image 8: Use of Metrics
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Metrics are shaping storytelling at small-market
newspapers
Of those organizations that make use of performance metrics, almost two-
thirds (65 percent) said it influenced the way they produced a story “some
of the time,” while 24 percent said it did “none of the time.”
Image 9: The Influence of Metrics on Storytelling and Reporting
Authors' commentary: we want to know more about how
metrics are used in smaller newsrooms
Performance metrics have become integral to editorial decisions across the
industry in recent years.42 While some argue that metrics demonstrate the
types of stories that readers read and want, perhaps making the news and
information ecosystem more “democratic . . . where readers matter more
than editors,” others worry about “a world where Kim Kardashian beats
out more important subjects, like the Syrian conflict.”43
The fact is that metrics are here to stay. Their use across the spectrum
of newspapers— from smaller titles, to major national and international
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outlets—means that discussions about the impact of metrics must be
broadened to include stakeholders from across all tiers of the newspaper
industry. Of these, the experience of smaller newsrooms is the area that is
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Key points:
• Respondents offered us a variety of definitions for engagement
• Some saw this as an industry buzzword
• Others described engagement as the DNA of small-market newspapers
Engagement was arguably the media buzzword of 20164445 as publish-
ers moved away from scale and chasing large traffic numbers, toward an
increasing focus on deepening their relationships with new and existing
audiences.46
Reviewing the literature, from both academia and the industry, we see
engagement defined as a philosophy, a practice, and a process.47 Some, for
instance, define engagement as community building; others link it to the
ability to remember and recall a story, while some—like Jake Batsell—note
the role of engagement as a business practice.48
Because definitions of engagement can vary, we asked our survey respon-
dents what engagement meant to them, and how they measured it.
Engagement is not necessarily a term local papers
relate to
Although major metros and national outlets have just begun to embrace
the importance of engagement in its myriad forms, small-market news-
papers have long been closely connected (both offline and in their daily
output) to their local community. Failure to do so, in many cases, would
have been commercial suicide.495051
Because of this, some respondents expressed frustration at our request
for them to define “engagement.” Some participants felt that discussions on
this topic were detached from the reality of needing to “get the paper out.”
For many of these respondents, engagement is an empty industry buzzword
and a label with little relevance for small-market newspapers.
Examples of responses we received from journalists in this camp in-
cluded:
“Engagement is a five-dollar word dreamed up by overpaid consultants
trying to sell newspapers on what they are already doing—reporting on the
lives and concerns of everyday people in their communities.”
“Meaningless bullshit.”
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“A meaningless term handed down by our clueless corporate overlords that
no self-respecting journalist would use.”
Engagement is an established principle for many local
newspapers
Others took a different view, highlighting how traditional forms of en-
gagement such as letters to the editor, phone calls, and print readership
continue to be popular.
One respondent said, “Engagement is something our paper never lost.
Our readers primarily aren’t on social media beyond personal Facebook
pages . . . We are still read, discussed, called, emailed, and written to.
That’s all the engagement we really need.”
Image 10: Word Cloud of Terms Used by Respondents to Define “Engagement”
Some participants explained engagement purely in terms
of hard data
Further contributions to this question offered a different perspective. At its
most basic level, engagement was sometimes described as a means to mea-
sure impact. Specifically, respondents attributed it as a way to provide hard
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numbers—such as readership figures, time on site, and other quantifiable
data—of interest to both publishers and advertisers alike.
A typical response, in that vein, defined engagement as “ . . . a measur-
able level of reader input, data tracking, or feedback.”
Respondents identified many benefits to "engagement"
An additional group defined engagement as a term to describe the broader
contract between a newspaper and its community. This contract has many
constituent parts, with survey participants emphasizing different elements
depending on their own philosophical standpoint and newsroom practices.
Some of the characteristics of engagement highlighted by this cohort
include: building relationships, creating feedback loops, being part of the
community, fostering conversations, and listening and engaging with audi-
ences in a variety of places and spaces.
As one respondent noted, “To me, engagement means interacting with
readers on a variety of platforms. Particularly on social media, it’s a way
for readers to talk with and ask questions of their local reporters and vice
versa, and hopefully build trust with them.”
This matters, several respondents observed, due to the importance of
ensuring that audiences feel invested in the success of their community and
its newspaper. Effective engagement also means that newspapers reflect the
needs and aspirations of their readers.
Noted one survey participant:
Good engagement tells us what is interesting to readers, lets us immediately
clarify or add to information in stories already published, gives us new story
ideas, and when done right gives the reader/consumer a sense of ownership
that “this is their news source,” in which they have a say and a voice.
The benefits of successful engagement can therefore be both economic
(increased subscribers and readers), as well as more civically minded, help-
ing to promote dialogue and create opportunities for community cohesion.
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Authors' commentary: it's engagement whether you call
it that or not
Many of the traits we categorize as “engagement” matter to small-market
newspapers and have for some time. There’s a clear economic imperative
for this: effective engagement helps to drive readers and subscribers—and
with it the advertising dollars that are the lifeblood of local newspapers.
But our conversations, both within this survey and the wider, in-depth
interviews we have undertaken, also show that for many journalists engag-
ing audiences is at the heart of their beliefs around what local journalism
is and should be about. Engagement is central to what many local titles
already do, and what they have always done. Whether they choose to apply






• 61 percent of respondents were “very positive” or “slightly positive”
about the future of small-market newspapers
• Just over a third (34 percent) expressed the view that they were “slightly
negative” or “very negative” about the future of their sector
• The size of small-market newspapers—embedded within the communi-
ties they report on—are seen as considerable assets, and sometimes we
undervalue this
• Key challenges include resources, awareness, and attracting younger
audiences
Finally, at the end of our survey, we asked respondents to share their
views on how the industry might move forward. We used a series of open
questions to ask about the opportunities and challenges facing the sector,
while also exploring levels of optimism about the long-term health of small-
market newspapers.
Local journalists are more positive about the future than
you might expect
Pushing back against the popular narrative that the death of the newspa-
per industry is imminent,52 our respondents were predominantly optimistic
about the future for small-market newspapers.
Across our sample, 61 percent of respondents selected “very positive”
or “slightly positive” from the six options available to describe the future
health of their industry. Only a small number of participants (7 percent)
sat on the fence, declaring that they felt “neither positive nor negative”
about the prospects for small-market newspapers.
In contrast, just over a third of respondents (34 percent) declared them-
selves to be “slightly negative” or “very negative” about the prospects for
their industry.
Authors' commentary: why were 61 percent of respon-
dents positive about the future for local newspapers?
Considering the level of job losses and shuttered titles we have seen in
the past decade, the optimism of our survey participants might come as a
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Image 11: Respondents Positiveness About the Future of Local
surprise. This finding, however, reinforced similar ones from our qualitative
interviews, wherein many interviewees told us that they were cautiously
optimistic about the future of their industry.
Industry experts and practitioners are sanguine about the prospects for
small-market newspapers for a number of reasons, including: their ability
to tell local stories which often go untold by other media, existing relation-
ships with their community and subscriber base, heritage and longstanding
reputation, and the ability to support local advertisers that are often too
small or niche to be effectively served elsewhere.
Many of our survey respondents expressed similar views, suggesting that
some small-market newspapers believe they are well placed to weather the
digital storm. As one survey participant told us: “Small-market newspapers
have great potential to succeed for many years to come. To use a cliché
expression, they control their destiny. Small-market newspapers need to
realize their potential and continue producing the best hyperlocal news for
their communities that residents can’t get anywhere else.”
This sense of optimism echoes earlier studies and reports, which found
that many small-market newspapers had arguably weathered the economic




Challenges such as relevance, awareness, and
competition abound
Of course, for all of the positivity and optimism we encountered, there are
also very real challenges facing the sector. Examples of issues our respon-
dents highlighted included: resources and revenues, attraction and retention
of young audiences, recruiting young journalists, and a wider recognition
and awareness of what small-market newspapers have to offer.
One respondent said, “We have noticed that many community members
are unaware of community newspapers, sometimes because they’ve never
experienced them before.”
The same respondent also noted that an increasing challenge, particu-
larly in an age of social media and on-demand entertainment, is capturing
the attention of audiences. “Time is a huge factor, too. Many people say
they’re too busy to read a newspaper or do more than glance through head-
lines online. That’s a societal issue.”
The ownership structure of local newspapers can also be an issue for
some outlets. Although many publications are independent, there are oth-
ers that are part of larger chains. While this can help to unlock economies
of scale for ad buys and technology (such as content management systems),
it can also, at times, result in a uniformity which doesn’t allow for local
flexibility.58
One respondent explained this dynamic from the perspective of their
own paper:
Our newspaper has fewer than 5,000 readers. Our personal challenge is that
the owners treat all papers the same, daily and weekly, when the challenges
are very different. Personally, I think we are shooting ourselves in the foot
at our paper by publishing our stories for free on our website, because we
have no local competition. We are competing against our own print product
with a free internet product that consumes staff time but doesn’t generate a
lot of revenue.
Finally, we also saw a further acknowledgement of the challenges around
trust and engagement, which permeate the industry as a whole. Noted one
survey participant, “Many citizens also seem to be wary of reporters, even
in a rural community. So any missed events just breed distrust as people
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take offense that things they are involved in aren’t being recognized in the
publication.”
These concerns are part of a wider landscape of challenges identified by
our survey respondents, which included: retaining advertisers, competing
with citizen journalists, competing with social media, maintaining (and
growing) readership, audience resistance to “paid” versus “ free” news,
corporate ownership/leadership, credibility and competing with cynicism,
an ever-increasing workload (even if working hours may be fairly stag-
nant), contending with the impact of national news outlets, and balancing a
printed and digital product.
Many of these challenges are not unique to small-market, local newspa-
pers. There are structural and economic challenges that radiate throughout
the industry, but they manifest themselves differently—and to different
extents—at each publication.
Opportunities
For many of our respondents, the secret sauce for small-market newspapers
lies in the fact that they can provide a level of local reporting that other
media simply cannot. “No other publications or electronic media offers
readers the local coverage that a small newspaper can provide its com-
munity. The opportunity is there to succeed. The newspaper has to make
the effort to find stories and to write quality work that readers will look
forward to,” said one respondent.
In this regard, the causes for optimism many participants identified can
also be seen as opportunities. Our respondents reported, for example, that
their newspapers are often the only original news voice in a community—an
observation that aligns with other industry observations.59 Others high-
lighted the strategic importance of doubling-down on ultra-local content
and ensuring a broad spread of stories and people in their publication.
As one respondent recommended:
Be hyperlocal. Don’t be The New York Times or The Washington Post.
Look to our past when small town papers ran everything happening locally,
even social columns (which were essentially an early print version of social
media).
Get off our high horse and be willing to cover the smallest event from time
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to time. Get local names/faces in the paper (and not just the same old ones
that are in there every week).
This practical application was accompanied by a range of answers from
respondents, which emphasized the benefits of small-market newspapers fo-
cusing on localness, trust, quality content, and developing real relationships
with consumers and advertisers.
As several respondents observed, the size of small-market newspapers is
an asset, not a weakness. Local journalists are physically and attitudinally
close to the communities they cover, meaning that they are perhaps less
likely than their counterparts at larger outlets to be detached from the
hopes, aspirations, and experiences of their readers.
Noted one survey participant:
What makes small-market papers special is right there in the name—their
size. I’ve worked at a variety of different papers, and smaller papers have
the advantage of being more able to connect with readers because they are
more well known around town. We run into readers in the coffee shops on a
daily basis. They’re our neighbors. Our kids go to school with them.
And yes, this is true for journalists at larger papers, but somehow they feel
more separate from the community as a whole. They are a more diluted
population in a big city. But in our coverage area, our reporters have great
byline recognition, and personal history and connection with people here. I
think that counts for a lot.
Local journalists want us to stop portraying their sector
so negatively
Finally, a challenge and opportunity for the sector which our survey identi-
fied is the need to change the conversation we are having about the future
of local newspapers.
As a number of our respondents noted, the sector needs to stop talking
itself down. Failure to do so means that the “doom and gloom” we project
about the state of this industry risks becoming a self-fulfilling prophecy.
As one survey participant commented, “[Our] biggest challenge is a pre-
vailing belief among readers that print is dying. People associate the bad
news about the big dailies with smaller, community publications. They are
different business models, and the community model is more sustainable.
But the public is not aware of that.”
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Another respondent agreed with this, saying, “We are allowing the
naysayers to kill our industry. We still offer something unique which res-
idents want, but we allow the screaming voices of gloom and doom to con-
vince people that we are worthless.”
Authors' comment: we can change the conversation
paradigm
Journalists and researchers can play a role in changing the discussion about
the future of small-market newspapers. They need to trumpet successes
more clearly, highlighting examples of innovation and impact.
We also need to recognize that the master narrative of job losses and
declines in advertising revenues masks a more complex, nuanced picture.
Small-market newspapers are experimenting with storytelling formats, iden-
tifying new ways to measure and embrace engagement, and using metrics to
guide elements of their work.
Reflecting this creative reality and the community impact small-market
newspapers continue to have should not be overlooked. Of course, new
and emerging digital technologies, changes in consumer behaviors, and
the prevailing economic conditions for the sector cannot be ignored. But
small-market newspapers are part of a more subtle, sophisticated, and
multifaceted landscape than most people realize. Industry leaders and
researchers should not shy away from portraying this complexity. We look





This report sheds light on a key segment of the newspaper industry that
all too often gets overlooked in wider conversations and analysis: small-
market newspapers.
While some of the results from this indicative survey correlate with
what we know about the newspaper industry as a whole—long work hours,
decreased newsrooms, an increased focus on digital output—other results
offer a different perspective.
For example, our respondents suggested that working hours for most
newsroom employees have remained relatively consistent over the past two
years. This finding surprised us, given the reality of smaller newsrooms and
the pressure to produce more stories. Similarly, we learned that despite the
apparent “doom and gloom” around the wider newspaper industry, more
people feel secure in their jobs than might be expected.
We also learned how newsroom staff, specifically reporters and editors,
make use of digital tools, how they learn about new technologies, and how
they develop digital skillsets. Much of this is through reading the industry
press and self-learning. There may be an opportunity here to help bridge
this gap through more formal support mechanisms.
Alongside this, we also heard about how recruiting and retaining young
journalistic talent is a significant challenge. This may become a demo-
graphic time bomb for the industry if issues of pay, workload, and career
development are not addressed in the future.
Despite this key challenge—and the ever-present issues of being short
on time and money—a major takeaway from this survey is the level of
optimism at small-market newspapers. This mirrors a similar sense of hope
that we encountered during the qualitative interviews with local journalists
and editors we conducted in late 2016.
A commitment to localism, local news, and their communities, coupled
with a slower rate of change than is happening in major metro markets, has
allowed many smaller newspapers to emerge in better health their larger
cousins.
Smaller-market newspapers can also benefit from sometimes being the
only source of original reporting in a community. This, along with the
longevity that many publications have already enjoyed, can help many out-
lets hold on to and even reaffirm valuable, long-term relationships with
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readers, community leaders, and advertisers. These are the finer details
that we can easily miss if we consider the newspaper industry as a mono-
lithic sector that ebbs and flows at the same pace.
Our research joins other recent reports focusing on specific local news-
rooms and news ecologies across the country such as those by the Local
News Lab in New Jersey,60 the Center for Innovation and Sustainability in
Local Media in North Carolina,61 and the Duke Reporters’ Lab.62
Our results encourage us to more effectively nuance the conversation
about the crisis of journalism and the death of newspapers. Of course, there
are economic concerns for small-market newspapers, and respondents were
not shy about sharing those. But there are other stories to be told, too.
We hope that this survey and its results will help kick-start a renewed
focus on small-market newspapers among industry watchers and researchers.
This conversation should not overlook the very real challenges being faced
at all levels of this industry; however, at the same time it must also cele-
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Hello. Thank you for clicking on a link to take this short survey. This
questionnaire explores what it is like to be a local newspaper journalist in
2016.
We believe local journalism matters, and this research aims to shed
light on the experiences and needs of people working at newspapers with a
circulation below 50,000 readers.
It’s part of a wider project exploring local newspapers, innovation, and
engagement that is being conducted under the auspices of the University of
Virginia (project # 2016-0227-00) and the University of Oregon (project #
RCS 06062016.010), and supported by the Tow Center for Digital Journal-
ism at Columbia University.
The survey is entirely optional and will take approximately 10–15 min-
utes.
The data we are asking for will be anonymous in the final report. While
we do ask that you consider providing us with the name of your publica-
tion, this information will not be linked to any of your answers. It will,
however, help us better understand the breadth and reach of our survey.
There is no risk to participating in this survey and you are free to with-
draw at any time by simply exiting your browser. You may also skip ques-
tions you do not wish to complete.
By taking this survey, you consent to us using your answers to inform
our research. If you would like to see a copy of our report, when published,
you can leave your email address at the end of the survey. Your name,
email, and newspaper will not be linked to any conclusions from this data
that we will publish.
Thank you for taking the time to tell us your experiences. If you have
questions about the survey, contact either of the principal investigators:
Christopher Ali, Ph.D. Assistant Professor Department of Media Studies
University of Virginia cali@virginia.edu 267-582-0022
Damian Radcliffe Carolyn S. Chambers Professor in Journalism School of
Journalism and Communication University of Oregon
damianr@uoregon.edu 541-346-7643
Before we start, please tell us a little bit about yourself.
1. What is your primary job function?
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(a) Editor (Section/Managing)
(b) Reporter
(c) Digital/Social Media (editorial side)
(d) Technology/Product
(e) Sales/Business Development (print)
(f) Sales/Business Development (digital)
(g) Other (please state)




(d) Prefer not to say
Topic 1: Experience and Role
1. How long have you been working in local media?





(f) Decline to say
2. Do you mostly work:?
(a) On the print product (i.e., physical newspaper)
(b) On the digital product (e.g., social, website, etc.)
(c) I split my time across the two
(d) Decline to say
(e) Other (please specify)
Topic 2: Changes in Output
1. Thinking about your work over the past two years, how has the focus of
your output changed? Consider the hours, demands, tasks, and expecta-
tions for your role.
(a) Increased
Columbia Journalism School
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(b) Stayed the same
(c) Decreased
(d) Don’t know/decline to say
(e) Not applicable
(a) Thinking back to two years ago, has the number of stories you person-
ally produce:
(b) Increased
(c) Stayed the same
(d) Decreased
(e) Don’t know
Topic 3: Working Hours
1. How many hours a week do you work on average? (Open question)
2. Thinking back to two years ago, have these hours:
(a) Increased
(b) Stayed the same
(c) Decreased
(d) Don’t know
Topic 4: Job Security
1. Compared to two years ago, has the number of people at your publica-
tion:
(a) Increased
(b) Stayed the same
(c) Decreased
(d) Don’t know
2. How secure do you feel in your job?
(a) Very secure
(b) Slightly secure
(c) Neither secure or insecure
(d) Slightly insecure
(e) Very insecure
(f) Don’t know/Decline to say
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Topic 5: Industry Changes
1. Local journalism is going through a period of change and facing a num-
ber of challenges. To what extent do you feel you understand your or-
ganisation’s business strategy?
(a) Fully understand
(b) Understand a little
(c) Neither understand or don’t understand
(d) Don’t understand
Topic 6: Social Media
1. What social media platforms do you use? [Use means actively post to
the account not simply have administrative access to] (Please select all
that apply)
(a) Personal account– mainly used not for work
(b) Personal account– used mainly for work purposes








Topic 7. Innovation, Skills, and Professional Development
1. Do you use any of the following at your publication? (Tick all that ap-
ply)
(a) Video reporting
(b) Live Video (e.g., Facebook Live, Periscope)
(c) Podcasts
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2. How interested are you in using or learning about these emerging for-
mats? 1 = Not interested 5 = Very interested
(a) Video Reporting





3. How do you learn about new technology and tools related to your indus-
try? (Tick all that apply)
(a) Articles (e.g., in Nieman, Poynter, MediaShift, etc.)






1. Engagement is the big buzzword of 2016. What does engagement mean
to you? (Open question)
Topic 9: Metrics and measurement




2. If yes, tick all that apply:
(a) Personally use/ measure
(b) Organization uses/ measures
(c) Don’t know
(d) Metrics software,e.g., Chartbeat, Google Analytics, Metrics for News.
(e) Social media likes/shares/follows
(f) Website unique visitors
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(g) Engagement time/ time on page
(h) Open rate (for newsletters)
(i) Attendance at events
(j) Print and digital subscribers
(k) Number of members/donors
(l) Other
3. Do key performance metrics influence the way you produce a story:
(a) All the time
(b) Most of the time
(c) Some of the time
(d) None of the time
(e) Prefer not to answer
Topic 10. Future of Journalism








2. We recognize that money and time are scarce resources for newspapers
in the digital age. Aside from these two factors, what is the biggest
challenge facing small-market newspapers? (In our study we’re defining
this as publications with a circulation below 50,000 daily readers) (Open
question.)
3. What is the biggest opportunity for small-market newspapers? (Open
question.)
Thank you for taking the time to respond to this questionnaire.
Please, can you answer three final questions about your publication?
None of your answers from this survey will be attributable to you, or your
newspaper.
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1. What is the title of your publication?
(a) ________ (Fill in the blank)
(b) Prefer not to say
2. Where is your publication located?
Zip Code
3. How would you characterize the ownership of your paper:
(a) Owned by a national newspaper chain (e.g., Gannett/Hearst)
(b) Owned by a regional newspaper chain (e.g., Shaw)




(f) Other (please specify)
(g) Don’t know
If you would like us to send you a copy of our report when it is pub-
lished, then please enter your email address here:
Many thanks.
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